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Abstract: This paper proposes a new rnethod,
based on cepslruffi t to get useful inforrnation of
systernic circulatory systern from the aortic pressure waveforrn . Using the proposed method, we
can estinrate the effective wave reflection sites
of the arterial tree. To discuss the method ,an
electric rnodel of the systemic circulatory system
is used. FYom experimental results obtained by
the rno<lel, , it is concluded that the useful information of systernic circulatory system can be
obtained try this method.
INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the wave of aortic pressure contains rnany useful hemodynatnic information[1]. And
from the measured pressure waveform, we can get useful information about the systemic circulatory system.
One of the most useful hemodynamic information for the
analysis of circulatory system is where is the effective
wave reflection point of aortic tree. The pressure wave
is formed by forward and backward pressure propagation rvaves. The backward propagation wave is reflected
frorn the junctions of the arterial tree and is looked like
to be reflected from an effective reflection point. Therefore,the time between the forward and backrvard waves
is double propagation time between tlte measured point
and ellective reflection point. The tirne between the two
waves can be measured by an autocorrelation method,
but the measurement error of this method is too large
t,o estimate the exact effective reflection

point.

Because

the forward and backward waves overlap each other- In
this paper, we propose a new analytic method based on

rs the denot,e double propagation tirne from P to Q.
Suppose that the higher order of I is negligible stnall ,
Power spectrum of x(t), P(c.;) is
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The first term is the cepstrum of drive function and
other cepstrum represent reflection phenomena and appear at r - 0, rs, twice ro as a 6 function. We apply
this met,hod for the analysis of circulatory system[2].
THE CIRCULATORY SYSTDM MODBL
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discuss this method, an electric model of the sys-

temic circulatory system is used.
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A sirnplified transmission line model of systemic circulation is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, s(t) is forcing
function and x(t) is observed waveform at driving point

wavs'"'r'
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denote power spectrum of forcing function. Inverce Irourier transform of logarythm power spectrunr
is called cepstrunt. By logarithm , cepstrum separate
into 2 terms. Irirst term represents power spectrum of
forcing function and second term depend on reflection
coefficienb I and propagation time 16. Using expansion,
we can get next equation.
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h: wall thbkness of blood vessel
r: radius of the vessel
It length of the vessel
E: Young's modulus of thevessel
tL:

blood viscosity
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p : blood densily

o : Pokson ratio of bbod
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Fig.2 Simplified transmission line model
with effective reflection site.
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Fig. 2 Equivatent electrical model of blood vesse/ segment

In this model the arterial tree is divided into 128 segments. As showrr in Fig.2, each segment is represented

is reflection coefficint at point Q. Then

c(t) = s(t) + c6s(f - ro) + afrs(t -2ro)+
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(b)pressure waveform
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(d)theoretical propagation time
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Results obtained from systemic circulation model

by the physical parameter of the corresponding vessel,
such as wall thickness, radius and length of vessel and
Young's modulus are needed. And parameter of blood
such as viscosity and density are also needed. Bach segments represented by a lumped circuit. Those physical
parameter are changed to corresponding electrical element R,L,C. The relation between physical data and
lumped constants, such as, inductance, capacitance and
resistance are shown in those equations. To easily calculate the characteristics of arterial tree, the four terminal
network are derived from the lumped constants circuit.
The four terminal parameters, A,B,C and D are shown
by these equations using characteristic imp edance Zs
and propagation constant T. On this model, blood flow
and pressure are represented by electric current and
voltage respectively.
RBSULT

Fig. 3 shows the calculation results obtained by aplying this method for human systemic arterial tree model.

Fig. 3A: shows the model which is represented by 128
The physical data of each segnrent is
referred from the paper[3]. And all distal segment are
vessel segments.

terminated by resistance, so a^s the reflection coefficient
to be 0.7 In this model, abdominal aorta which denoted
A and common illiac which denoted Q, are relatively
large reflection sites. Then we assume that these position are effective reflection points. In these example, the
two forcing function as blood flow wave, are used . One
is short pulse and another is wide time duration sirnilar to normal human cardiac output. For short pulse ,
the results can be easily discussed, because the forward
and backward wave are clearly separated even in time
domain and we can easily check the tinre position of reflected wave. In Fig. 3, (o) shows driving function (
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blood flow waveform), (b) shows blood preesure waveform n'leassured at aortic root , (c) shows short pulse
as shown the cepstrum of (b), and (d) shows the propagation t,ime ca,lculated from propagation constanl, 7 and
total distance. F'ig. 3B: shows t,he results for short J>ulse
forcing simulation. Though there are various reflectio'
sites, we can recognize the larger reflection sites as effective reflection points from the pressure waveforn-r . Ancl
from ceqtstrum, shown in third diagrant(c), we can estimate the reflection sites. And these positions coincide
with abdon-rinal aorta and common illiac .
CON CLUSIO N
We propose a new rnethod,based on cepslrunt,for analising the aortic pressure waveform. In tlre human circulatory systern, there are many wave reflection site . Nevertheless ,with our method, one can identify the main
reflection point as an effective reflection point. By simulation for systemic circulatory system nrodel,derived
from anatornical data of human arterial segrnents. we
confirmed the validity of this rnethod, and believe that
the method offers some eflective information about the
cardiac condition
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